Introduction
The nonuniform usage of synonymous codons, a phenomenon known as codon usage bias (CUB), is common in all genomes. Although there are different measures proposed since 1980s to measure codon usage bias in coding sequences (Ermolaeva 2001; Supek & Vlahovicek 2004; Roth et al. 2012 ), the mathematical model developed by Wright (1990) known as effective number of codons ( b N c ) (Wright 1990 ) is used most widely by researcher in this field. The mathematical formula in b N c (Wright 1990 ) is based on the principle of population genetics (Kimura & Crow 1964) . The theoretical value of b N c ranges from 61 (when all the synonymous codons are used uniformly) to 20 (when synonymous codon usages is maximally biased). The implementation of b N c (Wright 1990 ) is available in the software CODONW (Peden 1999) .
The basic principle used in the mathematical model of b N c (Wright 1990 ) is first to calculate 'effective number of codons for individual amino acids' (Eqns 1,2 shown below) and then combine theses values for all the 20 amino acids to obtain the 'effective number of codons for the gene' (Eqn 3).
For an amino acid AA with degeneracy k, that is, with k number of synonymous codons, each with counts n 1 , n 2 ,. . ., n k , n ¼ P k i¼1 n i and p i = n i /n, effective number of codons b N c AA is calculated as follows:
where
Finally for standard genetic code, the formula of b N c for a gene can be given as:
Here, F i (i = 2, 3, 4 and 6) represents average values of F AA for all the amino acids with degeneracy i.
In spite of its wide acceptance, there are few pitfalls in the b N c value calculation in case of short coding sequences having low abundance for some of the amino acids, which have been well described before (Banerjee et al. 2005; Fuglsang 2003 Fuglsang , 2004 Fuglsang , 2005 Sun et al. 2012) . In Table 1 (a), the variation in b N c value is explained with help of a hypothetical coding sequence. Let us assume that, of the 20 amino acids, codon usage is uniform in all the five fourfold degenerate amino acids and abundance value of each of the codons is two while the codon usage in the remaining amino acids is strongly biased. In this case, the calculated b N c value is 50.0, which is in the acceptable range of b N c values. However, if we calculate effective number of codons manually for each amino acid and sum up the values, then the correct b N c value will be 35.0, not 50.0. Therefore, the formula used in calculating b N c value gives erroneous result when the usage of synonymous codons is uniform for low abundant amino acids.
Although the above error was pointed out earlier (Fuglsang 2003 (Fuglsang , 2004 (Fuglsang , 2005 Banerjee et al. 2005; Sun et al. 2012) , we would like to add further to this pitfall that the error magnitude is different from amino acid to another amino acid depending on the degeneracy of the codons the amino acids are encoded for. To explain this, an example has been given in Table 1 (b) . By keeping the abundance value to two for each codon, we observed that the b N c value for an amino acid calculated using the formula (Wright 1990 ) is not same as that calculated manually. For example, in case of Phe which is encoded by twofold degenerate codon the value is 3.0 instead of 2.0; similarly in case of Leu which is encoded by sixfold degenerate codon, the value is 11.0 instead of 6.0. So the error incurred into the b N c value is not same for all amino acids and varies with the codon degeneracy of the concerned amino acid (Footnote, (Wright 1990) . b N 0 c is based on the Pearson's X 2 statistics and describes the departure of the observed codon usage from some expected distribution. The method is basically a variant of the measure b N c , and it measures codon usage bias in a gene after filtering out expected codon usage calculated from the background nucleotide composition (BNC). b N 0 c has been used extensively to study selection on codon usage bias in organisms (Hershberg & Petrov 2009; Satapathy et al. 2014 ). 
Results and discussion
Improvement in the mathematical formula used in b N c
The major source of error in the value of b N c is due to the problem in the formula (Eqn 2). In case of an amino acid with degeneracy k, if the codon usage is highly uniform and synonymous codon abundances are comparatively less (as is the case in the above example), then the contribution of this amino acid to the overall CUB often exceeds k. In the mathematical model of b N c , Wright had suggested an ad hoc solution into it (Wright 1990 ). According to his observation, b N c value can be greater than 61.0 if the observed codon usage pattern is more uniform than expected by chance. In this case, the b N c value is suggested to be revised to 61.0. However, this ad hoc solution cannot be applied in the example given earlier, as the b N c value is less than 61.0. Detailed analysis of the mathematical model by Fuglsang (2003 Fuglsang ( , 2004 Fuglsang ( , 2005 and Banerjee et al. (2005) suggested replacing Eqn 2 by the Eqn 4 given below. With this replacement, the above problem can be mitigated.
Another important consideration in b N c is the amino acid composition of the gene. Equation 3 used in calculating b N c generates values within range of 20.0-61.0 assuming codon usages of the nonexisting amino acids are similar to the existing amino acids. However, it is now widely accepted that the codon usage bias widely differs among amino acids (Satapathy et al. 2016) , and therefore, it would be appropriate to calculate contributions toward b N c value for different amino acids separately as given in Eqn 5. With this modification, b N c value may fall below 20.0 when some of the amino acids are absent in a coding sequence.
Implementation of b N c (CODONW) and the modified implementation named as (m b N c , m stands for modified) are summarized in Data S1 in Supporting Information.
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and
Here, e i is the expected usage of a codon calculated from the nucleotide composition. Finally, for standard genetic code the formula of b N 0 c for a gene can be given as:
Here, F For an amino acid AA with degeneracy k, that is, with k number of synonymous codons, each with counts n 1 , n 2 ,. . ., n k , n ¼ P k i¼1 n i and p i = n i /n, effective number of codons m b N 0 c AA is calculated as follows:
Here, e i is the expected usage of a codon calculated from the nucleotide composition. (Table 2) (Table 3) .
In conclusion, the objective we can say that our first of this kind of web portal with the implementation of m b N c and m b N 0 c along with several other tools will be useful for scientists working on codon usage bias.
